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Claims. 

The present invention relates to a powder con 
tainer adapted to contain toilet powder, and has 
for an object to provide a small compact device 
adapted to fit in a lady's hand-bag, pocket-book 
Or the like, and not only occupy but relatively 
Small Space and afford a ready and convenient 
means for access to the powder, but which is of 
Such construction that the powder is sealed in the 
COntainer and cannot sift or seep out of the con 
tainer into the hand-bag or pocket-book. 
Another object of the present invention is to 

provide a powder container of this character 
which may be conveniently held in the hand 
and operated to open the container, and where 
in the container is provided with a sifting open 
ing SO that the powder may be sifted onto a pow 
der puff, handkerchief or the like for use and 
in the desired small quantity. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a powder container of this character which is 
of an economical and practical construction not 
Only from the point of manufacture but also with 
reference to its use and handling, and a con 
tainer which readily lends itself to various ar 
tistic constructions and colorings so that the lat 
ter may be ornamented in various ways to pro 
duce an attractive and pleasing article. 
A further object of the present invention is 

to provide a container of this character with 
a cloSure Constructed to slide by a slight pres 
Sure of the thumb or finger and which is main 
tained in Sealed or taut position when closed by 
a novel Spring structure and arrangement of 
partS. 
With the foregoing and other objects in view, 

the invention will be more fully described here 
in after, and will be more particularly pointed out 
in the claims appended hereto. 
In the drawings, wherein like symbols refer 

to like or corresponding parts throughout the 
Several views, 

Figure 1 is a side elevation of a powder con 
tainer constructed according to the present in 
Vention, the container being closed. 

Figure 2 is an end elevation of the same. 
Figure 3 is a side elevation of the construction 

in open position and held in the hand with the 
sifting opening uppermost. 

Figure 4 is a similar view but with the con 
tainer turned over with the sifting opening 
downward and showing powder being sifted from 
the container. 

Figure 5 is an enlarged longitudinal Section 
taken through the container in closed position. 

Figure 6 is a similar view of the container in 

(C. 32-82) 
open position and inverted for delivering powder 
therefrom. - 
Figure 7 is a transverse section on the line 

7-7 of Figure 6 and through the sifting button 
Or projection. 

Figure 8 is a similar view taken on the line 
8-8 of Figure 6 and looking toward the Spring 
carrying head of the container. 
Figure 9 is a perspective view of the parts of the 

container separated and in their relative posi 
tions ready for assembling. 

Figure 10 is a detail perspective view of a 
modified construction of container. 

Figure 11 is a fragmentary enlarged section 
taken through one end of the same, showing the 
slidable closure on the end of the container. 

Figure 12 is an outer end elevation of the 
same, the slide button shank being shown in sec 
tion. 

Figure 13 is an enlarged sectional view through 
one end of the container showing a further modi 
fication in its construction, and 

Figure 14 is an outer end view of the Same. . 
Referring now to the drawings - and first to 

the form of the invention disclosed in Figures 1 
to 9 inclusive, the container comprises a cylin 
drical body portion 20 which may be of metal 
or other suitable material and which is of rela 
tively small size so as to readily fit into a hand 
bag, pocket-book or the like which at the same 
time is capable of carrying a desired quantity 
of powder to be used from time to time. The 
cylindrical body 20 is open at opposite ends and 
is closed by end heads 2 and 22 which may be 
of the internal flange type with the flanges adapt 
ed to fit with the desired frictional contact against 
the inner wall of the cylinder 20, and the head 
22 is used as the removable closure adapted to be 
opened at times for filling the cylindrical body 
portion. 20. 
At one side the body portion 20 is provided 

with an outlet or sifting opening 23 which may 
be constructed in various ways, such as by cut 
ting or stamping, and which is preferably cylin 
drical and provided with an intermediate cross 
bar 24 dividing the opening 23 into adjacent semi 
circular portions to break up the body of pow 
der adapted to be poured or sifted through the 
opening 23 when the body 20 is overturned and 
given the necessary vibration. 
The opening 23 thus insures a free and widely 

dispersed stream of powder from the opening. 
In the same side of the body portion 20, the lat 
ter is provided with a longitudinal guide slot 25 
which is in longitudinal alinement with the open 
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ing 23 and adapted to receive therethrough the 
shank 26 of a slide button 27 which is carried 
by a slide or shutter 28 disposed exteriorly against 
the side of the body portion. 20. The slide 28 
may be of metal or the like adapted to have flat 
surface contact with the exterior surface of the 
body 20 and which is of suitable length to pro 
*ject over the opening 23 and close it when the 
slide 28 is shifted toward one end of the con 

0. tainer, as shown in Figure 5, and as shown in 
Figure 6, to open the opening 23 when the slide. 
28 is retracted. 
The guide slot 25 is of sufficient length to ad 

mit of the full opening and closing movements 
of-the slide 28 and to limit further movements 
of the slide when the latter reaches its extreme 
open and closed position. The slide button 27 
is of sufficient size only to admit of the required 
contact with the thumb or finger to effect the 
movement of the slide 28 and may be given any 
suitable configuration which will accomplish the 
purpose. - 
The shank 26 of the slide button is provided 

with a slot 29 extending therethrough from side : 
to side and which is of suitable size to freely re 
ceive therethrough a spring 30 of wire or the 

- like which is disposed within the container body 
20. The free end of the spring 30 is offset up wardly to provide a bearing finger 3? for engage 
ment against the inner wall of the container body. 
20 opposite to the slide 28 and the spring 30...is 
given an inherent resiliency for springing inward 
and for tension against the shank 26 for draw 
ing the slide, button 27 and the slide 28 tight 
against the side of the container. 

- The spring 30 thus holds the slide 

sealing of the slide thereagainst so that powder 

40 

45 

within the container cannot readily escape there 
from into the hand-bag or pocket-book. - 
The body portion of the spring 30 when unde 

tension, as shown in Figure 5, is substantially 
parallel to the adjacent wall of the container 
so that the shank 26 of the slide button is free 
to be shifted lengthwise of the guide slot: 25 
and the desired tension is maintained at all 
times on the shank 26. 

50 
The other end of the spring 30-is provided 

with a suitable supporting frame 32 which, as 
shown in Figures 8 and 9, may be triangular 
in shape and which is adapted to be compressed 
into the flange of the fixed head 2 of the con 
tainer. This frame 32 is adapted to hold the 
spring 30 firmly in place. . . :... . . . . . . . .- : 
As may be readily seen from Figure 9, the 

... powder container is of relatively simple construc 
ition and may be easily assembled. The slide 28 
is fitted against the side of the cylindrical body 
portion 20, the shank 26 of the slide button 27 
is now inserted through the opening 33 at the 
intermediate portion of the slide 28 and through 
the guide slot 25 and held in such position while. 
the finger 3? of the spring 30 is inserted into the 
end of the container body. 20; and threaded 
through the slot 29 in the stud or shank. 26. 
... The offset portion of the spring 30-moves the 
finger 31 against the inner wall of the container. 
and also forces the body portion of the spring 30. 

... against the inner wall of the slot 29 so as to 

linently secured to the end of the body portion 20 

place the stud or shank under tension. At the 
same time the spring 30 is introduced into the 
body portion: 20 and the head 2 is forced into 
closed position. This head 2 may be perma 

or may simply be given a tighter fit therein than 

2,069,556 

time to time with powder. 
. The device may be made in different sizes, of 
different materials and readily lends itself to dif 

- ferent types and designs of ornamentation so . 
that the article may be made in different grades 

28 fric 
::tionally against the container and insures the 

the head 22. The head 22 is adapted to be re 
moved by slight pressure from the end of the 
container so that the latter may be filled from 

and may be sold as various grades of merchan 
... dise. 

As shown in Figures 10, 11, and 12, the con 
tainer body 34 may be given a relatively flat or 

5 

10. 

oval form in cross section and the slide 35 may 
be in the form of a flat strip disposed against one 
head 36 of the container. The head 36 may have 

therethrough a spring 39. The spring 39 may 
be turned over at one end 40, and this turned 

the sifting or outlet opening 37 therein and also 
the guide slot 38. . . . . . . . 

... The slide 35 carries the slide button 27 with: 
its shank 26 as above described for receiving 

20 

over portion may be secured in any suitable 
manner to the flange of the head 36. The other 

to give the spring 39 the desired tension against 
the shank 26. . . . ;- - - - 

As shown in Figure 12 the shank 26 may be 
rectangular in cross section so as to fit the guide 
slot 38 and hold the slide button 27 and the slide 3 

end of the spring is provided with an offset finger. 
4f similar to the finger 3 in the preferred form 25 

30 

35 from turning out of line with the outlet open 
ing 37. 

In the modification shown in Figures 13 and 
14, the end head 42 of the container body 34 may 
be provided with a recess or countersink 43 in its 35 35 
outer side for the reception of the slide 35 and 
this countersink is of sufficient length to admit 
of the free opening and closing movements of the 
slide 35. Otherwise the construction is similar 

- to that shown in Figures 10, 11, and 12. 
... It is obvious that various changes and modi 
fications may be made in the details of construc 
tion and design of the above specifically described 

40 

embodiment of this invention without departing . . 
from the spirit thereof, such changes and modi 45 
fications being restricted only by the scope of the 
following claims. 
What is claimed is:-. 
1. A powder container com 

stion having an outlet opening therein and hav 
ing a guide slot in line with the outlet opening, 

rising a body por 
50 

a slide engaging the outer side of the container 
body for closing said opening and slot, a slide : 
button carried by the slide and having a shank 
engaging through said guide. slot, and a spring 
fixedly mounted in the container body and loosely 
engaging the shank of said slide, button to yield 

55 

ingly hold the slide against the container body. . . 
... 2. A powder container comprising a body por 
tion having in one wall an outlet opening and a 
guide slot spaced from the outlet opening, a slide 
fitted against the exterior face of said wall, a 
slide. button carried by the slide and having a 
Shank projecting through said guide slot and said. 
Shank having a slot therethrough, and a spring 

60 

65 
fixedly carried in the body portion and engaging 
through the slot in said shank for drawing the 
Ishank inwardly and yieldingly holding the slide 
against Said wall of the body portion, said slide 
button adapted to be pressed in one direction for - iro 
shifting the slide to uncover said outlet open 
ing and in an opposite direction for shifting the - 
slide into position to cover said outlet opening. -- - - 

3. A powder container comprising a cylindri 
cal body open at opposite ends and having in one ;75 
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side a longitudinal slot and an outlet opening 
spaced from one end of the slot, a slide fitted to 
the exterior surface of said side of the body 
portion for covering the slot and the opening, 
heads fitting on the opposite ends of said body 
portion to close the same, a spring carried by One 
of said heads and extending lengthwise in said 
body portion and in spaced relation to said side 
thereof, and a slide button carried by the slide 
and having a shank projecting through said guide 
slot, said shank having a slot therein for the 
reception of said spring, said spring adapted to 
yieldingly urge the shank and slide button in 
Wardly to hold the slide in sealed engagement 
against said side of the body portion. 

4. A powder container comprising a cylindrical 
body portion, heads carried on the opposite ends 
of the body portion, one of said heads being re 
movable for introducing powder into the body 
portion, a spring in the body portion having a 
frame at One end frictionally engaging in a head 
of said body portion to hold the Spring in position, 
a slide fitted to the outer surface of the body 
portion, and a slide button carried by the slide 
and having a shank extending inwardly through 
said guide slot and provided with an opening for 
the reception of said spring, whereby said spring 
yieldingly holds the slide button and the slide 
against the side of said cylindrical body, Said 
guide slot admitting of the shifting of the slide 
With the shank into one position for opening 
the outlet opening and in another position for 
closing said outlet opening. 

5. A powder container comprising a relatively 
flat body portion substantially oval in cross sec 
tion and having closure heads at Opposite ends, 
one of said heads having a guide slot therein 

3 
and an outlet opening spaced from the slot, a slide 
fitting against the Outer side of Said head to close 
the slot and the opening, a spring fixedly carried 
in said head, and a slide button mounted on the 
slide and having a shank projecting through Said 
guide slot and engaging said spring to yieldingly 
hold the slide in sealed engagement against the 
head. 

6. A powder container comprising a relatively 
flat body portion substantially Oval in CroSS Sec 
tion and having closure heads at opposite ends, 
one of said heads having a guide slot therein and 
an outlet opening spaced from the slot, a slide 
fitting against the Outer side of said head to close 
the slot and the opening, a spring carried in Said 
head, and a slide button mounted on the slide 
and having a shank projecting through Said guide 
slot and engaging said spring to yieldingly hold 
the side in sealed engagement against the head, 
the shank of said slide button having opposed 
fiat sides adapted to engage the sides of the guide 
slot to hold the shank and the slide from turning 
out of line with said outlet opening. 

7. A powder container comprising a body por 
tion having a head at its end, said head having a 
depressed portion therein and said depressed por 
tion having a guide slot and an outlet opening 
therethrough, a slide movably mounted in Said 
depressed portion to cover the slot and the open 
ing, a spring fixedly mounted in the body portion, 
and a slide button carried by the slide and hav 
ing a shank projecting inwardly through said 
guide slot and engaging the spring for frictionally 
holding the side in the depressed portion of the 
head to seal the slot and the opening. 

JOHN J. O'CONNOR. 
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